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“Understanding human decision-making 
can provide insights on how to design 
more effective policies on sustainable 
consumption and production”  
 

UN Environment, 2017 
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Who am I? 

• Assistant Professor 
• Tenure track: Organisation & Management 

• Delft University of Technology  
• Technology, Policy, and Management 

• Behavioural scientist  
• Social | Climate | Environmental psychologist 

• Research: 
• Designing and testing interventions that affect decision-making (e.g., green 

investments) via psychological mechanisms such as cognitive biases 

• Examples: framing and nudging   
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2-8-2018 

Decision-making and green behaviour 
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Do we behave consciously?  
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Automatic behaviour  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpPYdMs97eE
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Different ways to make decisions 
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Dragons of inaction… 
(Gifford, 2011) 
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How to control the dragons?  



Tool: Framing information 
 
Words and images presented as such that a certain aspect is in the spotlight 

Emphasis framing 
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Equivalency framing 



Tool: Nudging 

Choice architecture 
• Default settings 

• Arrows 

• Supermarket 

• Canteen 

• Elevator vs Stairs 

• Classic: Fly in the toilet (lizard brain) 
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Behavioural Research Questions 

• What is the behavioural problem? (e.g. inaction) 

• What cognitive biases underlie the problem?  

• What interventions can we design?  

• Is the intervention effective (short-term; long-term? (testing, 
RCTs)  

 

“Design interventions aimed at overcoming people’s stable cognitive 
biases by exploiting them in such a way as to steer their decisions 
towards the choices they themselves would make if they were 
rational”  Rebonato, 2012 
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Ethical Research Questions 

• Are behavioural interventions perceived as 
manipulation or facilitation?  

• What is the role of the “intervener” (e.g., Shell, 
Greenpeace or national government) 

• Should interventions be transparent or are they less 
effective then?  

• Should there always be an opt-out?   

• What is well-being? Who decides about that?   
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Research Line: Green framing 
In public communication about energy policies  
 



Examples of projects 

• Ministery of Economic Affairs and Climate 

• Social identity-frames and the energy transition (2018) 

• Pitfalls in communication about CCS (CATO 2010-2014) 

 

• TenneT (Transmission System Operator) 

• Facts and feelings in public communication about high-voltage power lines (2016-2017) 

 

• Master thesis  

• Design tricks for creating green frames (Industrial Design, Industrial Ecology, Science 
Communication) 

 

• PhD thesis  

• Framing effects in communication about geothermal energy in Sumatra 

 



CCS pilot project Barendrecht 

• Shell > CO2 storage 

• Resistance local community (Barendrecht) 

• Stakeholders (project owners) want to influence negative 
public opinion 

• Green framing: emphasize climate benefits  

• Not effective 

• 2010: Project down 



Why green framing ineffective? 

• Boomerang effect (skepticism, boycott, protest, reactance, 
resistance).  

• Perceptions of greenwashing.  

• Manipulation not acceptable?  

• Source-related (expectations)?  

 

 

 

 



Why green framing ineffective? 
(de Vries, 2017) 

 

 

 

 



Experiments and surveys 

• Causal effects of green framing 

• Psychological mechanisms 

• Role of source 





  

• Green framing positively effective in short term  

• But can be perceived as manipulative (greenwashing).  

• Can be accepted but only when expected   

Results 



  

• Source expectations are important 

• But follow or bread expectations?  

• Dilemma for “green” organisations in energy domain  

 

Discussion 



Research Line: Green nudging 
Stimulating consumer/citizen behaviour  
 



Examples of research projects 

• RVO NL (Governmental Support for Entrepreneurs) 

• Green and Easy 2018-2019) 

• Schools as Energy Embassies (2018-2019) 

 

• Master thesis 

• Nudging citizens  to climate adaptation (Industrial Ecology, LDE) 
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Green & Easy 

• Inspiration: loft insulation report 

• Basic idea: 

• Make it easy to be green 

• Or, remove the hassle 

 

• Policy domains (different processes: 

• Energy efficiency 

• Energy transition 

• Climate adaptation 

 

 

 



• Consortium 
Companies that help to make green 

Companies that help to remove hassle  

 

• Living labs (cities) 
• Delft 

• Leeuwarden 

• Amsterdam 

• Zaanstad 

• Haarlemmermeer 

 

Green & Easy 



 

• Problem analysis (literature) 
• Research on psychological factors, but not much research on hassle-factor 

• Diagnosis choice factors (surveys in living labs) 
• Barriers and facilitators (compare: technical, financial, institutional factors 

beside psychological factors) 

• Design interventions  
• Green and Easy concepts (easy investments)  

• Test interventions 

 

Output: Green & Easy Handbook, Green & Easy Day 

 

Green & Easy 



Questions?  

 

Gerdien de Vries  

 

    

 

       g.devries-2@tudelft.nl 

       @GerdienDeVries 

       Gerdien de Vries, PhD 

       Gerdien de Vries 
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